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Bloodmobile Drive Aims to Ethiopian Student Chosen Recipient
Surpass Last Year's Goal Of New Campus Council Scholarship
Next Thursday and Friday, Oct. 20th and 21st, the American Red
Cross Bloodmobile will be at Boston College sponsored by the Campus
Council. We sincerely hope that all Boston College students who are
physically able will donate a pint of blood to this worthy cause.
There are several benefits from participating in this program. The
first, of course, is the spiritual benefit obtained from performing a

corporal work of mercy. Furthermore these donations will assure blood
for one year for the needs of all students, faculty members, and employees of Boston College and their families. It will also be an excellent example of the Christian charity at Boston College.
The hours of the bloodmobile visit will be from 12:45 to 6:45 P.M.
on Thursday and from 9:45 A.M. to 3:45 on Friday in the Senior
Lounge on the first floor of Lyons Hall. Information regarding appointments will be given out by members of the Gold Key Society in
the foyer of the cafeteria from Oct. 13th to Oct. 19th and it will also
be posted on the bulletin boards in the various buildings on campus.

Cosmos Gets New Look;

Seeks

to

Broaden Scope

problem. Manuscripts

Dems Blast G.O.P Foreign Policy,
Republicans Cite Immigration Law

JOHN T. CUMMINGS
By LOUIS F. O'MALLEY
For the past two weeks, this
Once upon a time, and a very
column has been devoted to a dis- good time it was, the Statue of
cussion of domestic issues. This Liberty welcomed the peoples of all
week we shall begin to review the nations to the United States. Their
foreign policy issues which have next sight was not such a pleasant
been prominent in the campaign.
one, but Ellis Island, was only a
The Republican administration stopping-off place; for, dismal as
naturally runs in 1960 on a defense it was, it represented hope to the
of their conduct of foreign affairs oppressed peoples who had come
during the last eight years. They to our country. Repercussions of
tell us the prestige of the U.S. has the McCarran-Walter Act of 1952
never been higher throughout the have rendered Ellis Island unnecesworld than it is at present. For sary. As a holding place for imgood measure, Mr. Nixon the other migrants, it no longer exists. What
night threw in the claim that Soviet the causes of this disgraceful sitprestige has never been lower.
uation concerning immigration to
Since the administration accord- this country are, we propose
to dising to the Republican National
cuss.
Committee, is always to be taken
It seems the natural time to deat its word, we will of course be
dutiful citizens and believe literally vote a column to this problem. For
what the Ike-Nixon team reveals the past two weeks we have been
to us. With this holy truth within concerned with domestic issues;
our grasp, we shall examine world during the next few weeks we will
conditions to see the Word of Our discuss the aspects of foreign policy which have been raised again
Leaders in action.
To the south, among our Latin and again in this presidential camneighbors, we see that great friend paign. We maintain that one of the
of the U.S. and Gillette, encourag- most important cornerstones of our
ing American business interests foreign policy is the way in which
and personally welcoming hordes we receive the peoples of other
of tourists at Havana Airport. countries who come to us for freeOther Panamanian allies regularly dom and opportunity.
(Continued on Page 6)

By ROBERT JAGOLINZER
The second in the weekly series
of Public Affairs Forum Meetings
was held today in Devlin Hall. The
speakers were Mr. Hy Bookbinder,
union lobbyist in Washington, and
Mr. Jarvis Hunt, industry lobbyist
for Massachusetts.
Mr. Hunt spoke first. He said
that the people must view each
other's planks realistically.
In the field of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Hunt said that both parties are
dedicated to keeping the country
strong and free. The voter must decide which party is most experienced in this field.
He said that industry is non-partisan and that the parties will endorse industry by their actions.
Mr. Hunt charged that the Democratic desire to repeal right to
work laws constitutes a "thinly
veiled grab for power." He said
that powers not specifically delegated to the federal government by
the constitution belong to the state.
On the issue of the new minimum
wage laws Mr. Hunt said that the
Republican-advocated raise of 15(t
per hour is the best one for the
country. The Democratic backed
25<t per hour raise would endanger
the jobs of many workers in mar-

ginal jobs.
Mr. Hunt concluded his speech
by saying that in many areas the
may be left for the editor, John J.
are advocating an "antiMcManus, in the Student Activities Democrats
(Continued on Page 3)
Building, Rm 109A, or at the office
of Special Programs. Any student
interested in magazine layout or
cover design is especially urged to
contact the editor.

This year the undergraduate
scientific publication of Boston
College, COSMOS, will be attempting something of a renovation. It
is hoped that the scope of the magazine can be broadened, not so
much with an aim of increased
technicality, but rather with the
idea of stimulating awareness in
The Younger Poets Series,
the conceptual nature of scientific sponsored by the English Acadinvestigation. Also the lack of anyemy, will open Thursday, Octothing but the broadest type of ber 20, at 8 P.M. in the Seminar
unity present has been left in the Room in Lyons' Hall. Sister
magazine and needs attention. Maura, S.N.D., of Notre
Dame
Articles are solicited from any stuCollege at
will read
dent in the undergraduate body, her poems atMaryland,
this meeting which
interested in science, who feels he will be open to the public withmay possess some insight into a
out charge.
scientific

Political Opinions
Aired at Forum

(Continued on Page 5)

Juniors Offered

Several months ago, the Campus Council, inaugurated a
program of financing the study of a foreign student at Boston
College. The scholastic record and personal autobiography
of a 21-year-old Ethiopian from Kambetta so impressed the
Council that, from the entries of 20 nations, Philipos Walde
Mariam was selected for the scholarship.

Phil, as he is known here and in bettas, Guraghes, Kudos, Tigres
and others, all with different customs, manners, and feelings.
Through h i s French-Canadian
Jesuit teachers Phil was also introduced to football, softball, and
Western customs.
tion.
When he arrived at Boston Col"We might have been handi- lege the long arm of coincidence
capped without a school in the brought together Phil and one of
countryside, but God blessed us his high school teachers from
with a Catholic mission, staffed by Ethiopia, Rev. Philip Lourandeau,
Ethiopian priests who taught us S.J., of Montreal, a French-CanaFrench, arithmetic, and Amharic. dian Jesuit who taught in Ethiopia
Phil recalls the advice of his five years ago, and now is studying
father. "You would have been more for his Master's degree in Educauseful to me had I kept you behind tion at Boston College.
Father Lourandeau explains that
and made you work for me. But I
would be committing an injustice his former pupil was "always first
both to you and to myself. I will in his class." He says, with pride,
educate you and then you can ex- "The high school students were
of many nationalities?Americans,
pect nothing else from me."
With such parental pressure as English, Syrians, Russians and, of
well as his own desire to succeed, course, Ethiopians?and Phil was
Phil was outstanding in the mission an extraordinary student."
At 21, Phil has a long-view
school and was sent to the university at Addis Ababa for further vision for his future. "I plan to
schooling.
work for some years," he says,
While majoring in accounting "either with the government or a
and economics at the university, private enterprise, but my main
he came in contact ? with repre- ambition is to set aside enough
sentatives of several tribes of the money to start my own enterprise.
(Continued on Page 3)
nnation?Gallos, Amharos, KerEthiopia, is the son of a farmer
and part-time trader in a town
240 miles south of the capital of
Ethiopia. He explains that 20 years
ago, parents in his country failed
to understand the value of educa-

Fr. Brock Gets Degree
On Sixtieth Anniversary

An Honorary Doctor of Science degree was conferred on
Rev. Henry Matthias Brock, S.J., the distinguished scientist,
on October 12, the 60th anniversary of his entrance into the
Society of Jesus. The degree was conferred by Very Rev.
in
week's
last
As announced
Heights, there are preliminary ap- Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President of Boston College, at the
plication blanks now available for Boston College School of Philosophy, with Richard Cardinal
the JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD pro- Cushing also presiding at the Convocation.

A Year Abroad

gram. Students who have had two
Now Professor Emeritus of
years of a language at the college Physics and Astronomy at Weston,
level and are interested in this pro- Father Brock during his lifetime
gram may obtain these applications has filled the roles of scientist,
from Mrs. Walter Langlois, the professor, author, rector, superior,
moderator. Mrs. Langlois' office and chaplain. One of the few
hours are from 12:30-1:30 on Monoriginal

authors of the

Catholic

day in Lyons 406. This application Encyclopedia still alive, he kept
MUST be filed on or before Nov- writing at a prolific pace up until
ember 1, 1960.
a few years ago, but this, however,
The requirements are: a mini- does not mean that his day as a
mum of two years college level wordsman and marshaller of scienmodern language, an overall B tific information is over. Of the
average, and no specific major.
15 volumes of the Catholic EnThere are four Universities in cyclopedia, ten of them contain
affiliation with 8.C.; they are the articles by Father Brock.
University of Madrid, the UniverHenry Matthias Brock was born
sity of Florence, the University of
May 8, 1876, in South Boston,
on
Louvaine in Belgium which is a
the eldest of eight children
French speaking, and a German Mass.,
of Matthias and Josephine Brock.
University to be announced later.
He received natural scientific gifts
There are various benefits both
his father, an inventor and
cultural and professional, well from
of shoe machineiy.
worth considering in this program. developer Brock
Father
attended a RoxAdvantages in the former category
bury
grammar
school,
Boston Colprovinwould include a decrease of
cialism, an increase in toleration, lege High School and M. I. T.
and a further understanding and Following his graduation from M.
appreciation of our culture, through I. T. he entered St. Stanislaus
contact with a different culture; Novitiate at Frederich, Maryand in the latter, professional, an land in 1900. When he completed
increase in language proficiency his Philosophy courses, he was
for Language Majors or for those assigned as a Regent to Holy Cross
College in 1905, where he taught
needing an extra language.
The cost of the year abroad is Physics, Astronomy, and Geology.
about the same as that of a Board- It was here that he came to the
ing Student, i.e., $2,000-$2,200. The attention of Charles Herbermann,
curriculum is also the same as at editor-in-chief of the Catholic EnBoston College and the majority cyclopedia, and was added to the
of it is determined by the student's list of compilers.
Later Father Brock studied at
major.
Language Proficiency is in- Hastings, England, and was raised
creased by a summer session before to the subdeaconate and deaconate,
the year starts.
and finally was ordained to the
Once more, the application must priesthood, on August 24, 1912.
be filed by November 1 and any Following his ordination he joined
student not doing so cannot be the faculty of Boston College, and
considered.
at the same time was chaplain at

REV. HENRY M. BROCK, S.J.
the Industrial School for Boys at
Shirley, Mass. In the following
years he taught at St. Andrew-on-

the-Hudson, and Woodstock Col-

lege in Maryland.
After Weston College was opened,
Father Brock was assigned there,
where he remained until 1939.

After that he was made the Rector
at the Tertianship of the New
England Province of the Society of
Jesus. In 1941 he became Professor Emeritus.
Among the periodicals which
carry his contributions are the
Boston College Stylus (of 1895),
the General Science Quarterly,
Popular Astronomy, the Catholic
World, America, and another encyclopedia, The Book of Popular
Science.
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B.C. Establishes Precedent
In Instruction For Blind

NEWS NOTES

This year's English Academy
will witness the return of ProfesBy CLAUDIA HIGGINS
sor Malany, who has just returned
Within the prodigious Student Activities Building is the brain from a year as Danforth Fellow,
center of a unique program of collegiate studies. Boston College to moderate the academy. Also, the
proudly possesses the world's only college level program of peripatology. following new faculty members will
This esoteric term refers to the study of teaching the blind to walk about. converge on our English departments: Prof. George W. Smith,
Co-ordinator of the program, Mr. Joseph Runci, explains that B.C. Visiting Lecturer,
John H. Randall,
leading
degree
to a Master's
in education
offers a fourteen month course
in the special field of peripatology. This unusual project is financed III; asst. Prof. John H. Lawton
by a grant from the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation of the Depart- and Instructor Harold DeLisle.
English majors will meet in
ment of Health, Education and Welfare.
Currently enrolled are eight students from five states: Maine, reading groups at the homes of
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Next year professors for informal discussions
on books, themes, etc.
and every following year there will be sixteen trainees.
The Boston College Debating Society, completely reorganized from
last year, is attempting to improve
itself as a leading representative
of Boston College. The Society has

During the recent summer session, Mr. Frederick A. Silver conducted a basic course in mobility
technique. The eight students were
blindfolded, then were taught how
to walk with a cane. Through this
experience they began to learn how
to teach others the fundamentals
of the cane technique. More important, they gained an awareness
of what blindness means.

The program includes a weekly
seminar at which speakers who
work with the blind discuss diverse
aspects of blindness. Two guest
lecturers have spoken so far this
semester, Father Thomas J. Car-

roll, Director of the Catholic Guild
for the Blind, discussed "Helping
the partially-sighted blind." Doctor
Frederick M. Jervis a psychologist
at the University of New Hamp-
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of argument. During

these discussions, the more experienced debaters receive a chance to exchange
ideas with Dr. Lawton. In early December, there will be sent to other
colleges invitations for debating at
the Heights. The Debating Society
will also attempt to obtain many
professional men to lecture at the
College.

The debators have already entered nine major tournaments during
the coming year. The Bellarmine
Tournament in Louisville, Kentucky, is held only for unexperienced debators. There are also
tournaments scheduled for West
Point, University of Indiana, Dartmouth, and the University of Mass.
With the knowledge of these scheduled debates, the competition and
enthusiasm established among the
debators should insure Boston College a successful debating season.

been divided into five groups, of
which three are experienced and
two are novices. The members of
these divisions meet each week
with their moderator, Dr. John The Boston College Film Society
Lawton, who gives the students announced this week that it will
professional advice on the subject hold its third meeting on Wednesday, October 19, at 3:15 in Room
shire, spoke on "Mobility and in- 1 of Campion Hall. This year's first
dependence for blind persons."
film will be "The Informer," starBesides class work, the group ring Victor McLaglen on Friday,
pursues practical training in vari- November 18, and on December 2,
ous institutions in and around New the society will sponsor Pearl
England. Presently, the students Buck's, "The Good Earth." Time
are being instructed in mobility and place will be announced later.
techniques at St. Paul's Rehabilitation Center for Newly Blinded
Fittings for the official Boston
Adults, located in Newton.
Beginning November 14th, the College blazer will be taken on
students will spend three weeks at Thursday, November 3, in the Stuthe Massachusetts Eye and Ear dent Activities Building. They are
Infirmary. They will attend lecture available to men in Stag, Pacer and
sessions on the functions and serv- Ivy League styles and there is also
ices offered to the blind at the a smart line for women. These
blazers are sold exclusively by the
Infirmary.
Next semester, the students will Rollins Company, the noted college
begin supervised instruction of the blazer house of the East.
blind. In less than a year, they will
Blazer Committee Chairman, Al
receive their degrees and will com- Urbanowicz (CBA '62), and his
mence their careers as mobility committee, Joe Fitzsimmons (A&S
teachers of the blind.
'63), Jerry Mello (CBA '62), and
Boston College can indeed be Bill Noveline (A&S '62), are hopproud of the work being carried on ing for a turnout that will justify
by the members of the peripatology their faith in the spirit of B.C.
program, and can look to the future They are urging the student body
for its assured success.
to reflect pride in their school as
well as good taste in their clothing,
by being fitted for a blazer on No-

SPECIAL. If you're planning

vember 3.

a big college weekend,
be sure to include plenty of
It's the King of Beers.

Budweiser®.

Members of the College of BusiAdministration may be interested to note that two of the faculty members of C.8.A., Rev. W.
Seavey Joyce, S.J., Dean of C.8.A.;
and Mr. Gerald F. Price, chairman
of the Marketing Department, will
attend the "International Forum on
Problems of Distribution." The forum is to be held on Monday and
Tuesday, October 17 and 18, at the
Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston. Once
again, B.C. will be well represented
at this annual conference.
ness

On October 22, 1960, the halls of
the Statler-Hilton will reverberate
with the happy sounds of Boston
College students celebrating the
V.M.I. Victory Dance, sponsored by
the class of '61, will begin at 8
o'clock sharp, and continue in uninterrupted splendor until the bewitching hour. For the nominal fee
of three dollars and seventy-five
cents, two can gain admission to
this unparalleled blast. The
tones of Harry Marshard's orchestra will add a further measure of
revelry to the evening.

Hist. SocietySlates
Lectures and Films
The Boston College Historical
Society held its first general meeting this past Monday in Gasson
204 at 3:30 P.M. This initial meeting concerned itself primarily with
Society plans for the rest of this
semester's meetings, which will be
held on alternate Wednesdays at
3:00; the room the the meetings is
yet to be decided upon.
During the meeting the club
officers announced that the Society
plans to show two historical movies,

one each on November 23, and January 11. In addition, the society
will present three faculty members who will address the group
on such diverse topics as Russia,
Church-state relationships, and
Cuba. The tentative schedule of
speakers is as follows: October 26,
Dr. Raymond T. McNally, Asst.
Prof, of History, speaking on"The
Meaning of Russia in European
History;" Dr. William M. Daly,
Asst. Prof, of History, discussing
"Historical Insights into ChurchState Relations;" and Dr. Joseph
T. Criscenti, Chairman of the Department of History at Boston College, directing himself to "Cuba
and Castro?two years later."
This Historical Society is open
to all majors in all colleges on
campus. It is not an honor society,
but, rather solicits the membership
of interested students regardless of
academic standing, who feel that
membership in a club which discusses topics such as those above
would be of interest and profit
to them. The Society's moderators
are Fr. Leonard Mahoney, S.J., and
Dr. Thomas O'Connor of the History Department. Club Officers are
Gene DeVita, President; Bernard
Shea, Secretary; and James McLaughlin, Treasurer.

Alumni To Have
Tour of 'New' B.C.
On Thursday, October 20, the
Boston College Alumni Association,
in cooperation with Very Rev.
Michael P. Walsh, S.J. and the

Boston College Campus Council will
sponsor a "Back To The Campus
Program" for alumni.
This is the first of a series to
be conducted throughout the year.
The purpose of this program is to

reacquaint the alumni with the
facilities, curriculum, and general
activity at the University. Since
the war, the University has taken
great strides in expanding its physical facilities from four buildings
to more than twenty. Many new
courses are offered, for example,
Nursing and Education, both of
which are producing many alumni
in fields urgently needed in the
present era.
On this date, Student Guides,
selected by the Campus Council,
will escort the alumni through a
portion of the student's typical day.

The philosophy of the program is
to show the alumni the changes
that have come about during the
past fifteen years at the University
as regards the increased number
of buildings, students and faculty,
and the enlargement of the

On October 18 and 19 the ROTC curriculum.
Cadet Brigade and the B.C. Band
will conduct rehearsals in preparation for the VMI game. Rehearsals
will be held in the parking area
east of the reservoir. Students
using this parking area are requested not to park on the area
which is marked off as a football
field. No cars will be permitted in
Next Wednesday, October 19, at
this area from 3:30 P.M. to 5:30 3 P.M.,
the Boston College PsyP.M. on the dates indicated.
chology Club will offer its first
guest lecturer of the year in Lyons
314. Mr. Henry Lelaurain, ActiviFOR SALE
ties Director, and Mrs. Grace Enos,
1959 Vespa
Volunteer Director, from the Children's Unit of the Metropolitan
125 cc
State Hospital, Waltham, Mass.;
New Paint
will speak on The Emotionally Dis4200 Miles
turbed Child?How he becomes ill;
Excellent condition
what can be done for him.
Spare Tire Wind Shield
In addition, the speakers will
Luggage Rack
discuss the B.C. Psychology Club's
$265 or best offer
Volunteer program which will start
Call after six:
this month. Anyone interested in
doing volunteer work with emotionDave Watson
ally disturbed children should atIV 4-2370
tend this meeting.

PSYCH CLUB
PLANS LECTURE

-

Where there's Life. *. there's Bud®
ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. ? ST. LOUIS

?
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?

LOS ANGELES
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ROTC News

Solving a problem which has Competition Team and the Parade
plagued the Boston College Ski Team of the Boston College ROTC
Team for the past several years, Lewis Drill Team marched in the
Captain Edward Killian, supply of- Annual Columbus Day Parade in
ficer of the Boston College ROTC, East Boston. Twenty-four members
has offered to donate 2 PRC-6 of each team paraded from SufWalkie-Talkies and a stop watch folk Downs Drive-In to Maverick
to the team for use during its pre- Square, East Boston.
son practice sessions.
During the four mile parade the
No longer required to lay a mile Drill team executed many of the
of telephone wire through five foot maneuvers that made it the Bay
drifts and mountain brush, the State Champions for the past five
team will now be able to run timed years.
courses as soon as the gates can be
In the future the Lewis Drill
set up on the trail.
Team will march in Natick on NoFirst practice session of the vember 11th, in Arlington, Maiden,
squad will be on January 1-2, at Waltham, Boston, the St. Patrick's
Mt. Sunapee and again the next Day Parade in New York City, and
in the Cherry Blossom Festival in
weekend at Killington Basin.
On October 12, 1960, both the Washington, D.C.

Washington Reporter Speaks
At Public Affairs Forum
The Public Affairs Forum will

present the third in a series of interesting discussions, debates and
series Monday, October 17 in Fulton 412 at 4 P.M. The featured
speaker will be Paul Scott, a syn-

Journal of Business deadline
Oct. 28

Council Presents
Fashion Show

dicated columnist known for his reporting on the Washington scene.
Mr. Scott's column is found in over
one hundred newspapers. Locally,
the column is printed in the Boston
Last Thursday evening, October
Globe. A veteran of ten years service in Washington, Mr. Scott shares 6, the School of Education Women's
presented its second annual
his column with Robert Allen, a Council
Fashion Show in
well-known confidante of many po- Mother-Daughter
Campion Hall auditorium.
litical and social leaders.
Miss Sheila Nugent, president of
The meeting will also feature the
question period which is fast be- the council, opened the program.
coming an institution at the Forum Miss Mary Kinnane, Dean of Woaffairs. One needs only to attend to men of the School of Education,
hear the outspoken ideas of some welcomed the guests, then intro-

B.C. students.
The series will continue with
Joseph D. Ward, the present Secretary of the State of Massachusetts and the Democratic gubernatorial candidate on October 24. Attempts are being made to bring the
Republican candidate, John A.
Volpe, at the same time. Leverett
Saltonstall, Republican candidate
for the United States Senate, has
been invited to attend on October
31. On November 7, the student
body will be addressed by Mr. Saltonstall's opponent, Thomas J. O'Connor, the Mayor of Springfield.
All of the Public Affairs Forum
activities will take place in Fulton
412. The time will be 4 P.M. unless
a change is announced.

V.M.I. DANCE
OCT. 22

Political Opinions...

(Continued from Page 1)
business policy" and that industry
"didn't make the planks, but it
must look at the planks as they are
found, and support the planks best
representing industries views. Since
the Democratic platform is contrary to industry, industry must oppose it."

Mr. Bookbinder then took the
floor. He opened his speech by saying that Mr. Hunt favored right to
work laws and was against union
shop if the employees want it and
the employers grant it.
Mr. Bookbinder said that the
25?: an hour raise in the minimum
wage would help states such as
Massachusetts with a depressed
economy.
After refuting

3ffighta
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The Galloping Poll
By

Le Cercle Francais will hold
its initiation meeting on October
eighteenth, at two o'clock in
Cushing 8. All interested are
invited to attend.

Ethiopian Student...

the main points of
Mr. Hunt's speech, Mr. Bookbinder
began on his prepared speech.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
w
CALI FORNIA
Mr. Bookbinder began by quot- **
ing Lincoln when Lincoln said a ** Round Trip Air Fare plus tax from **
$160 to $206 ** * why pay more? v>
political party should "Do for the «»
HOWARD HILLMAN, student rep. w
people what they cannot do for ?
LA 3-6100
themselves or what they cannot do
Other Flights: CHICAGO & FLORIDA M
?
well
for
themselves."
as
Mr. Bookbinder said the labor is
for the Democratic party because
the Democratic platform is a "responsible use of the government to FOR SAIE: 1958 Ford Convertible. All
white, fully equipped and powered
promote the people's welfare."
"He said this has been true in $1,500.
the past (citing the Social Security
Call CEdar 5-2702
Act and the Minimum Wage Law)
present
and is true of the
Demo-

WILLIAM KOUGHAN, A&S '63, "While I like Gothic architecture,
"I don't like the trend of changing it is too impractical and expensive
from the Gothic architecture. Either for the modern day and age. Thereput a tower on it or change the fore I believe the new building to
school song."
be a happy compromise."

(Continued from Page 1)
I am not motivated or lured purely
PAUL FLYNN, CBA '61, "It is
by the prospects of making money," almost the same as Cushing
and
he insisted.
Campion Halls. But I don't think it
"My country needs more schools. blends in with the surrounding
In my own province of 600,000.
buildings. One end of the campus
most of the people are illiterate. is Gothic; the other modern."
Though schools are expanding fast
MARY SEMPLE, SN '64, "It
in Ethiopia, it will be a long time
a
needs
to match the Gothic
before my province can be brought buildingstowercampus.
on
It's not "Bosinto touch with the realities of the
ton Collegey"
it look as if it
world."
would fit into any campus."
So, the polite and quiet lad
FR. THAYER, S.J. (Classics
seems to grow taller when he adds,
"If I make money I will help my Dept.). "I think it would do credit
native people fight illiteracy. If to Attila the Hun. If you want real
it is at all possible for me to build beauty you have to go up to St,
schools, I will do that. If that is Mary's and Bapst."
too bold, I will rent houses in
DAVE McGUIRE, A&S '64, "It
towns where there are schools so looks like a geographical mistake."
JAMES O'CONNOR, CBA '62,
that I can take as many boys from
their homes to give them, at least,
?

basic education."
When the Campus Council met
last spring with its moderator,
Rev. Charles Donovan, S.J., one
of the criteria set up for the selection of the foreign student in this
project was that "The person
should have the potential for
leadership in his own country."
From Phil's background and from
his earnestness at Boston College,
where he has started studies in
Principles of Economics, Money,
and Banking, Economic Statistics,
commentator,
duced the
Mrs. Ada American Economic History, PhilDewson, a well-known fashion lec- osophy, and Theology, the standard
was met. His second semester
turer and monologist.
courses will include Statistical
The nine models were Sue Bir- Analysis, and European
Economic
mingham, Mary Busalachi, Jean
Denys, Jane Kilgallen, Sally Man- History.
He tells fellow students that he
ning, Louise Rath, Pat Taylor, enjoys
America, though his first
Elaine Vetri, and Mrs. Nugent, look at these shores frightened
Sheila's mother. Miss Alice Mc- him. "I felt like a dwarf under
Donough was the accompanist.
those giant buildings in New York
The fashions, by Touraine of
Boston," he replied.
and
Wellesley, featured bright fall colHis biggest thrill to date has
ors in casual campus styles and
meeting Cardinal Cushing and
more formal dance dresses. The been
Boston College president Very
stage was beautifully decorated Rev.
Michael P. Walsh, S.J. And
with baskets of flowers from
with the touch of fall in the air,
Loftus of Allston.
have to follow the
Five lucky members of the audi- he knows he'll
advice, "Phil, you're goence won door prizes: Nancy Scin- Cardinal's
nell, Mary McCarthy, Dr. Violette ing to need an overcoat around
Kugris, and the mother-daughter here."
During his year of study at Bosteam of Mrs. Claude Higgins and
ton College, the Campus Council
Claudia Higgins.
A very special guest in the audi- is arranging an informal round of
ence was Mrs. Vincent Roberts, activities for him which, they hope,
well-known president of the Philo- will give him much more than a
traveler's view of the country.
matheia Club.
cratic platform. He said the Republican record has been one hindering government action. He cited
Mr. Nixon's tie-breaking ballot defeating federal aid to schools.
Mr. Bookbinder summed up his
speech by saying that the basic
point in the campaign is whether
or not the government's position is
deteriorating so that it can no
longer meet the needs of the people, "Shall we have government
with a purpose and a plan or shall
we have a 'never had it so good
government' " he asked.
After the speeches the audience
was allowed to question the speakers.
The next forum will be held
Monday, October 17, in Fulton 412,
at 4 P.M. Mr. Paul Scott, a Washington Correspondent, will speak
on the record of the Eisenhower
Administration.

JACK SWEENEY and PETE MURPHY

This is the first in a series of campus polls. This week's
question was: WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE
ARCHITECTURE OF THE NEW STUDENT FACULTY
CENTER?

LOUISE McGREEVY, ED. '64,
"Without the projection on the
roof, the wall with the three crosses
would stand out. I also think that
the main entrance should be put in
the front of the building."
MR. JOHN MCCARTHY (English Dept.), "It's very unattractive,
but taking the present buildings
into consideration, it's the only
type that could be put up. The wall
with the three crosses is a distinctive feature; it keeps it from looking like a factory."
THOMAS McMORROW, A&S
'63, "The architecture of the new
building would be an improvement
over the out-houses now being
called the student activities building."

a

VICTORY OR NO
DANCE WILL GO
Well, here we are again kiddies!
Didn't think we'd make it by the
censors or be allowed to warp your
little minds again. However, after
being put back on good behavior,
we are still being permitted to hold
our Arabian rendezvous at the
same time that the Sophomore
Class presents its Detroit Victory
Dance. Due to previously arranged
contracts part of the hall will be
used to bed down camels. Dancing
will not be permitted near the
cam pf ires.

The prayers of 'Heights'
readers are requested for the
repose of the soul of the mother
of Fathers Paul and Francis
McManus, S.J.

CLAY FEET

Heights photo by

Campus "Water Pipes"
Humming With Sound

9:oo?Jazz Central
10:00?News Roundup

ule is as follows:
MONDAY
P.M.
4:oo?Music P.M.
4:ss?News Highlights
s:oo?Madigan's Matinee
6:oo?Words and Music
8:00?Club 640
9:oo?Memory Lane
10:00?News Roundup
11:00?Collegiate Concert
TUESDAY
4:oo?Record Roundup

THURSDAY
4:oo?Record Roundup
4:ss?News Highlights
s:oo?Musical Medley

10:15?Study Lamp
Broadcasting from its studio in WEDNESDAY
4:oo?Music P.M.
Fulton 411, the Boston College Radio Station offers a program of 4:ss?News Highlights
variety, classical and jazz music s:oo?Music P.M.
along with two news shows daily. 6:oo?Toast of the Town
7:oo?The T. R. Show
W.V.B.C. is a member of the Eastern College Network, the Intercol- 7:3o?Sport Issue
B:oo?The Sound to Remember
legiate Broadcast System, and expects soon to be a member of the B:3o?The Last Full Measure
B:4s?The Sound to Remember
College Corporation.
in Pops
The Radio Station is on the air 9:oo?Tops Roundup
10:00?News
from 4 P.M. to 11 P.M., Monday 10:15?Collegiate
Concert
through Friday. Its season sched-

6:oo?Personality Spotlight

7:oo?The T. R. Show
8:00?Club 640
9:oo?Jazz Central
10:00?News Roundup

10:15?Study Lamp

FRIDAY
4:oo?Music P.M.
4:ss?News Highlights
s:oo?Music P. M.

6:oo?Pop Party
B:oo?Memory Lane
9:oo?Variety in Music
10:00?News Roundup
10:15?Collegiate Concert

4:ss?News Highlights
s:oo?Musical Medley
6:oo?Popularity Parade

7:oo?The T. R. Show

B:oo?Curtain Time

DIXIE LAND AT ITS BEST
EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
MAHOGANY HALL
COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL BOSTON
MEL DORFMAN

Featuring:

DIXIE UNQUENCHABLES
No Cover

(right prices)

No Minimum

THE IVY LEAGUE MIXER
in the Grand Ballroom of the

HOTEL BRADFORD

275 Tremont Street, Boston
Music by George Graham's Orchestra
Stag or Drag

GREG BURKE

-

THIS SATURDAY NIGHT OCT. 15
Admission only $1.00

8-12
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The Board of Regents
Last week's news of the creation of a "Board of Regents"
at B. C. caused very little more than a passing interest on the
part of the busy undergraduates. The feeling of many
students was that no immediate advantage would be forthcoming for them from the establishing of this group, and
that they had better go and get their class assignments done.
This feeling, as such, was quite justified.
But there are a few non-pragmatists on campus ( a great
many more than this newspaper ever hears from we believe).
There do exist among the bustling masses of the Chestnut
Hill community individuals who, merely out of speculative
interest, do take the time to reflect on the condition of Boston
College as an organic academic phenomenon. And for these
persons, last week's announcement could not but seem a
very intriguing development.
$
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The

HERE AND NOW

Collegiate

The Case of
The Poor Professors

Press
PAT BROSNAN, CHRIS LEE
and JOHN HIGGINS
The theme of the thirteenth
national student conference "A
World In Transition; Students in
Action" is an appropriate truism
to apply to our present world situation.
But
are students in action?
Obviously they are. Korean student uprisings are proof positive.
But what of the American college
student? At Fordham he has risen
momentarily to placard before the
UN or to pin a campaign button
on a hapless citizen. Yet once the
initial attraction has faded, the
campaign posters will be trodden
under foot and nothing further
will be said of the General Assembly action. Why is this?
The answer is simple: this is
emotionalism not octivism. What
is needed today is a channeling of
these emotional clamors into concrete rational activity.
The Curved Horn

.. .. ..

First of all, the fact that eighteen prominent laymen of
varying religious affiliations have consented to devote time
to administrative planning sessions is a definite indication
that B. C. has become an institution capable of outstanding
educational achievements. What is being done here is now
recognized as having lasting effect on all the community, not
merely the Catholic segment of it. Such was not the case
(Fordham University,
ten years ago.
School of Education)
Secondly, and corresponding to the realization by indivi**********
duals beyond the campus that B. C. is now a force to be In
America where semi-Constituheard from, is the realization by our own administration that tional government reigns and there
is a highly literate and educated
B. C.'s responsibility to the community is great enough to populace
there seems to be little
warrant the asking of advice on its decision-making from justification of active
student
outstanding members of the community. Any charge of efforts. In imitating students of
academic parochialism here should now be completely with- other lands, in crusading for social
justice, American students are
out justification.
actually undermining the orderly
$:
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But by far the major consideration for those individuals
who take some delight in studying the B. C. picture at longrange perspective was the financial aspect of the creation of
the Board of Regents. Money is a very delicate subject in the
groves of academe. The admission that knowledge and power
are not co-extensive terms comes only with difficulty. But
the simple fact is that no educational enterprise can today
subsist without tremendous sums of money at its disposal.
It is estimated by the American Council on Education
that the annual cost of higher education by 1970 will have
risen to about $11,000,000,000 as compared with the present
$3,000,000,000. Tuition money will not be able to make up
that difference. Neither will greater aid from the Federal
Government (which is inevitable) be the final salvation. The
most admirable means of insuring the continuance of quality
education is the contributing of funds by the community to
the university. It is obvious that it is with this area that B. C.'s
new Board of Regents will mainly concern itself.
We can trust that these eighteen gentlemen realize their
opportunity to stimulate support from the community for
the university. We can trust that they will do their utmost
to bring about an understanding of the proper relation of the
university to the community. Can we trust that Boston
College will, as it undergoes its drastic transition, make a
similar effort to follow out in practice its responsibility to
remain aloof from the vested interests and pressures from
the community which will be doing so much to support it?
The struggle will certainly be herculean.

Good Thinking
The three-week Activities Orientation Program recently
sponsored by the A&S Student Senate has so unmistakenly
proven its worth that special praise is due for those behind
this unique program, which we hope will now form a regular
part of all future academic calendars.
Due mainly to the efforts of Chairman Jim McCourt, Mr.
Weston M. Jenks, and Student Senate Chairman Jack Joyce,
the novel idea has attained results which flabbergasted even
the most cynically minded. Organizations like the Blessed
Oliver Plunkett Society, the Ski Team, and Alpha Kappa Psi,
to name just a few, report first meeting crowds 40-300%
ahead of last year. The inevitable result is better quality in
more active organizations.
S{e

Sfc

$
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$

Suggestions for future years would include limiting the
number of clubs presenting an exhibit to one at a time. If
an even larger number of organizations than this year express
interest next Fall, the answer would lie in scheduling one
for the morning, another for the afternoon. Perhaps, the
whole program could be used as guide toward determining
which of the ninety-plus activities on campus could be
eliminated as no longer fulfilling the role for which they
were intended.

functioning of our society. For
society is ordered only where each
individual responsively attends to
his individual vocation. And students neglect this in impassioned

.

crusades.

The Scholastic

(Notre Dame University)

**********

..

The fundamental disease of
Americans is that: our spirit of
"Manifest Destiny" has been replaced by a malignant attitude of
"Manifest Apathy". The American of today is not the patriot of
th 6past who felt a deep share in
the national interest, but instead
he is a self-centered materialistic
individual quite willing to get
whatever he can from the state
but hesitant to contribute anything to it. Our former national
spirit has fallen to a new low;
Americans are afraid of war. The
present administrationboasts of its
peaceful years, and yet we've paid
the highest price possible for this
a loss of national selfpeace
respect. I'm well aware that a
nuclear war is nothing to laugh at.
The Torch
(St. John's University)
?

.

..

By MARTIN NOLAN
If I were founding a university I would
found first a smoking room; then when I
had a little more money in hand I would
found a dormitory; then after that, or more
probably with it, a decent reading room
and a library. After that, if I still had
more money that I couldn't use, I would
Stephen Leacock
hire a professor.

The Commonweal is a Catholic weekly
magazine dedicated to the proposition that
men can live as Christians in a free and
secular modern society. This is a position
accepted by few Protestants and fewer
Catholics. The Commonweal, therefore,
deals often with highly controversial subjects, but always in the most restrained
and balanced manner.
In the October 7 issue, an article by

Rupert J. Ederer of Rosary Hill College in Buffalo deals with a very
touchy and delicate topic, indeed. Entitled "The Poor Professor,"
Ederer's article establishes as its main thesis the allegation that lay
professors in Catholic colleges and universities are "in general more
poorly paid than professors at public and other private colleges and

universities.
To back up this claim, Ederer relates the peculiar odyssey of a
questionnaire and report sponsored by the American Association of
University Professors on the "Economic Status of the Profession".
This report, of course, concentrated on current salary practices and
thus required the co-operation of university administrators. Of the
28 Catholic colleges with AAUP chapters, only nine complied with
the survey and authorized publication of their salary figures. These
nine include Catholic University, Manhattan College, Notre Dame and
Marquette. They did not include Boston College.

Of the refusal of the other Catholic colleges to comply with the
report, Mr. Ederer notes that "This seems strange coming from institutions where there is talk of the rights of workingmen to organize,
the responsibilities of members to every society of which they are
members, and the just wage. While there may be some reasonable
explanations if not justifications for the below-average salaries, there
would seem to be no valid reason for this apparent boycott."
By attributing "below-average salaries" as the sole reason behind
the other colleges' failure to report, Ederer clearly is jumping to
conclusions. His leap, however, can hardly be called a strenuous one,
nor an illogical one. Take the case, for instance, of Boston College,
the largest Catholic university in New England and the third largest

in the United States.

The importance of the A.A.U.P. report lies in the fact that it
will probably be referred to frequently and almost religiously by that
group of bright young professors for whose services every college will
soon be bidding. The university that shows up poorly in this report
will hardly receive much attention from this sought-after group. And
the college that does not show up at all? It will surely be left out in
the academic cold.
Ederer's basic question, then, is well worth asking. Does anyone
believe that an institution with 9000 students and how many vicepresidents, an institution that supervises how many millions of dollars
of construction annually; an institution that handles an ID system
that could be the envy of several large police departments, could anyone believe that such a public relation-conscious university where
words like "reputation" and "prestige" are constantly uttered could
actually ignore such a report?
Like the Frenchman says, c'est impossible.
(Ed. Note. The photo of Our Man used here is not the one currently
on file in the new student ID system. That photograph won first
prize in the armed robbery and grand larceny division at the Massachusetts Bounty Hunters convention. Ours came in a poor third.)

The voters
have been saturated with the idea that if they
push the lever in front of a
political party or in front of the
Student newspaper of Boston College, published by and for the students of the
on Friday during the academic year. Address all correspondence to THE
individual names of the candidates university
HEIGHTS, Student Activities Building, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Mass. Entered
they will be able to leave that as second class matter at the Boston Post Office. Represented by National Advertising
booth with the realization that Service.
for news releases, signed opinion, and advertising material is 4 P.M.
they have done their country an of Deadline
the Tuesday preceding publication, unless otherwise announced.
extremely noble service.
Telephone DE 2-3200, ext. 391, 392.
This is not necessarily so. Not
at all. Unless a voter has studied
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
as unbiasedly as possible the
John Gallivan, '61
by
stand taken
each candidate on
MANAGING EDITOR
Edward D. Hurley, Jr. '61
any issue that is pertinent to the
position that he is attempting to
NEWS EDITORS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Martin F. Nolan, '61
John T. Cummings, '61
apply; unless he does his best to
Gene DeVita, '61
FEATURES
EDITORS
issues
objectively;
look at the
unSPORTS EDITOR
J. Roddy Cannon, '61
less his selection follows from
Ed McDonough, '62
Joe Scalley, '61
Bob Tarpey, '62
qualities other than the look in the
copy EDITOR
of
Beatrice Hanley, '62
eyes
or
the
cut
a
man's
man's
MANAGER
BUSINESS
jaw; unless he can be said to be
R. Michael Murray, '61
honestly fulfilling these specificaCIRCULATION MANAGER
Thomas J. Regan, '62
tions, he is falling short of his duty ASST. EDITORS:
and privilege as a citizen of this
News: Richard Dionne, Christopher Lee, Jack Sweeney.
country to select its officials.
Sports:
Tom Sheehan.
And what might seem a bit
astounding is that this man is not News Staff: Michael A'Hearn, Edmund Duffy, John Higgins, Jim McMurrer, Peter
Murphy. Colin Barton, Bob Bent, Hugh Bonner, Pat Chalet, Joan Donahue, Jack
only failing to fulfill his duty but
Donovan, Frank Faggiano, Michael Ferraro, Bill Flynn, Frank Gallagher, Louise
Gallahue, Claudia Higgins, Neil Hurley, Peter Hurley, Robert Jagolinzer, Cathy
he is actually doing his country a
Mazzia, Kathleen McAloon, Bernard McGovern, Richard Ray, Bill Reilly, John
disservice.
Cunningham.
When this citizen votes for one Sports Staff: Vinnie Clayton, Jerry Farrell, Joe Gergen, Pat Hurley,
Bob Sheffield,
Peter Feeney, Sandy Bissonette, Dick Mulrcney, Mark Mulvoy, Jerry O'Sullivan.
candidate, whose platform he has
Mary Lou Scalley, Arthur Milano.
by
not studied he is nullifying
Staff: Peter Dee. Richard Donahue, Pat Brosnan, Louis F. O'Malley, Ray
a flip of a coin
the vote of Features
Orley, George MacDonald, James Waters, Isabel Howe.
citizen
who
another
has studied Business Staff: Richard Bond, John Cunio,
James McCourt, Paul Slamin.
the issues and consequently seen Typists:
Mary Busalacchi, Annette Catania, Margaret Curly, Mary
Aliberti,
Maria
fit to vote for an opposing candiDriscoll, Jean Marie Egan, Eleanor Frank, Barbara Gildea, Dianne Glennon, Jane
Kilgallen, Ellen Lally, Lin Scala, Karma Solano.
date.
The Varsity News Photographers: Greg Burke, Mike Kane, Ed Spain.
(University of Detroit) Faculty Moderators: Fr. William J. Leonard, Mr. Joseph E. Doherty.
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Probing Modern Poetry

The Revolution of the Metaphor
By Joseph

Judicini

It is not at all uncommon nowadays to hear a reader of contemporarypoetry exclaim
in utter frustration: "This stuff is out of it!" And one must admit that without any exaggeration however, twentieth-century poetry presents so many interpretive problems that
we may justly classify it as "irrational"; this "irrationality" to be sure, stems from a radical
change in the traditional images of our grand-fathers.
But it is a structural change more than a significative one; that is to say, this modern
poetry, despite all its apparent incongruence, is still logically communicative of the poet's
ideas even though they are offered to us in such a modernistic guise.
In speaking of this revolution of which we may call "irrational" or tion and now, with the coming of
the traditional metaphor, poetry's contemporary seem literally to one of the elements of this unified
most profound crisis, I shall be scorn reason itself: they produce in whole, the other follows immediateusing the poetical theory of Doctor the reader aesthetic assent for ly. But the explanation that I give
Carlos Bousono of the University which we may never learn the rea- is completely alien to our present
joy before the smell of the hay and
of Madrid, of whom Helmut Hatz- son!
field, the famous critic of Spanish
Thus when a poet (Dr. Carlos such an explanation is not necesliterature, once stated: "He is one Bousono himself) refers to a little sary in order that we actually exof the triumphs of Spanish stylis- gray bird at rest, saying "The tiny perience this present joy. In a like
tics in his revolutionary and illu- bird is like a rainbow," he is not manner, we experience the aestheminating re-elaboration of the 'lit- abusing poetic license at all. He has tic emotion upon reading "the little
erary precepts' with the assistance made a comparison as sound as any bird is like a rainbow" without
of his psychological stylistic the- other we may cite of the traditional knowing the reason why the equanature. In effect, the simile rests tion of the little bird and the rainories."
The contemThe images which existed in upon the similar emotion of tender- bow is possible
grandiose quantities before our ness or innocence which we find in porary image is irrational subconpresent day crisis were principally both the little bird \u25a0 and the rain- sciously, but for this reason it is
By DICK DONAHUE and RAY ORLEY
of three types. The first are those bow; there is nothing in the phys- not capricious. The absence of arbiwhich represent a physical resem- ical, moral or axiological order to triety in it is as absolute as the COME DANCE WITH ME
Even though you may not think so, tomorrow will come, and with
image of other times."
blance which mediates between justify the comparison.
two planes, one real and the other
What elements, then, produce
It is quite evident that the revo- it, B.C.'s glorious victory over Detroit. Don't forget that the illustrious
imaginary.
this "innocence" which we claim lution in the metaphor is very wide- class of '63 is sponsoring the Homecoming Victory Dance from eight
For example, if "blond hair" can to be the emotional basis for the spread. We have but to examine to midnight tomorrow at the 1200 Beacon Street. Jeff Carlton's orbe seen as "gold" in the sixteenth simile? In the case of the little such modern expressions as: "mu- chestra will play; attendance is just about compulsory. An infinitesimal
century and in the periods which bird, it is precisely its tininess sic which has aroma"; "shrieking $3.25 is the ridiculously low cost.
To while away those long hours until tomorrow, you might try the
continue with its imaginative tra- which produces the tenderness or colors"; "sweeter than springdition (even today), it is because innocence in our psychic apparatus; time"; "The smudged wall con- Autumn Leaves Fall Mixer, sponsored by the Children's Hospital School
both elements coincide in the "gold- in the case of the rainbow, that served the stamp of shouts of of Nursing. That's tonight at the Gardner House, 283 Longwood Aveishness" of their color. To this first which produces this sentiment is despair," etc. These "irrational" ex- nue?so^.
The Athletic Association of Lasell Junior College is holding a mixer
group also belong images which, the purity of its colors which look pressions, it will be noticed, are out
tonight
at Winslow Hall. We never realized that "mixing" was a recof
in
poetical
they
fact,
though
they
objects
immaculate,
context;
even
match
clear
innocent.
which are dissimilar in their conIn describing both terms of our can be found in everyday discourse. ognized intramural sport. Another bargain for five dimes.
crete figures, are, nevertheless, simile, we have to allude to the Nevertheless, they are as poetical SOMEBODY'S PRESENTING
A Hootenany (that's pronounced Hootenany), Saturday night, Ocbased on something definitely phys- same essential qualification, name- as a verse of poetry, since poetry
ical, i.e., their function, finality, or ly "innocence," which, in fact, is for Dr. Bousono is the "communica- tober 29 in Bapst Auditorium. Don't say we didn't warn you. Just 75tf.
conduct.
the objective foundation for the tion by means of pure words of a EXPRESSO WITHOUT BONGO
The second classification of tra- comparison. We are saying, indeed, psychic state just as it is."
The girls from the Bay State dorms (at Boyd Hall, 200 Bay State
I venture to say that it would be Road, to be exact) are holding a coffee hour this Sunday from 2 to 5?
ditional metaphors includes those that without this objective, emowhich compare two objects, one tional foundation of "innocence" very difficult and awkward to ex- a good chance to get acquainted over a saucer. Sugar ? Cream ? Lemon ?
real and the other imaginative, by the comparison would not be valid press these emotions in any other ON LOCAL SCREENS
means of the moral or spiritual re- at all; yet, it is not necessary that way; for this reason must the
"I'm All Right, Jack," a new Britain comedy, is currently sending
semblance between the two. For in- we know"a priori" this emotional speaker use these unexplainable, audiences at the Exeter into fits of hysteria (and other assorted indistance, we can say that a certain resemblance in order to consent to incongruent
"irrational" phra- cations of amusement). Peter Sellers, who created the amusing trinity
woman is an angel because she pos- the plausibility of this metaphor. ses.
in "The Mouse That Roared," is starred in this "impartial" satire of
Finally, the question arises:
sesses, at times, the same goodness. Contrary to the traditional image,
labor and
which features lan Carmichael and Terry
"Why
And finally, the third type of tra- as explained above, our emotion is
and whence the present-day Thomas. management,
ditional metaphor is that which independent and previous to the in- "irrationalism" which has maniMembers of the beat generation (whatever that may be) will enjoy
represents the value with which the tellectual recognition of the objec- fested itself so strongly in our conSubterraneans," a film version of Jack Kerouac's controversial
two members, the real and the tive similarity, which we only get temporary literature?" We can "The at
novel,
the Orpheum. Leslie Caron, playing a sort of underground Gigi,
imaginary, can be equated. Thus, to discover or perceive afterwards, cite that since the last years of the
George Peppard, Janice Rule, and Roddy McDowell in supstars,
with
the proprietor of a shop may say if we should so please, through a eighteenth century faith in reason porting roles.
that his clerk is a "jewel", meaning delicate analysis. Such ulterior re- has undergone a severe crisis; the
Frank Sinatra, the singing toothpick, is holding forth in "Can-Can,"
that his worker is worth metaphor- flection, at any rate, is superfluous Romantic period of the nineteenth returning to the Capri for another try. This musical, which features a
ically speaking, as much as this from the aesthetic point of view.
century which was almost univer- desecrated version of the once-tuneful Cole Porter score, also offers
object.
sal in occidental culture has re-es- Shirley MacLaine, Maurice Chevalier, and Louis Jourdan. They do try.
******
*
*
*
*
It should be adverted that the To corroborate his poetical stand- tablished the hierarchy of the senthree possibilities in the traditional point in regard to the spontaneity timents in place of pure and "ab- NOT SO BRAVISSIMO
A Bostonian Lemmon by the name of Jack has become involved in
image coincide in one point: the of emotional response before a con- solute" reason. All of our twena theatrical lemon entitled "Face of a Hero," which ends its run at the
similarity between the two planes temporary image, Doctor Bousono tieth century culture (philosophy,
is always based upon an objective offers the following psychological politics, religion, and literature) is Wilbur tomorow night. This adaptation of a best-selling novel by Pierre
The Bridge Over the River Kwai) has fared poorly
condition (physical, moral, or axio- explanation: "We pass a room that undergoing the crisis begun in the Boulle (author of
as a drama?our reviewer offers his shrewd comments elsewhere in this
logical) which must be known pre- smells of hay and it may happen late eighteenth century.
viously before any emotional dis- that this smell, without our knowThe contemporary image is the issue.
"The Rape of the Belt"?a new comedy by Benn Levy which deals
charge whatsoever can be produced ing why, makes us happy. An an- logical outcome of this twentiethin the reader. If, for example, we alysis of the strange happening century "irrationalism." And, as with the classic legend of Hercules' encounter with the Amazons, has
don't know that blonde hair looks would show us perhaps that at a we have seen, it is not necessary its American premiere next Wednesday at the Wilbur. Constance Cumis starred in this London success, which features Joyce Redman,
like gold in its color, we will deny time past we have perceived the that we understand "a priori" its mingsEmery,
and Peggy?"Mama"?Wood.
John
all poetic assent to the metaphor- vapors of hay in moments of joy. objective foundation; it is suffiAt the Colonial, "Invitation to a March" is entering its final week
ical comparison between the two.
The smell and the pleasant state cient that we experience, at least, of
a pre-Broadway tryout. Arthur Laurents' comedy concerns a sumof mind produced in our soul a syn- its emotional discharge or its aes- mertime romantic triangle and the attempts of the three mothers in*******
*
*
*
On the other hand, those images thetic and indivisible representa- thetic end.
volved to untangle the proceedings. Shelley Winters, Eileen Heckart, and
for a quota of 100 people each from ancestry is a citizen of a European Madeleine Sherwood are excellent as les meres, and Jane Fonda is lovely
the Asiatic nations. This hardly country he is permitted to enter the as one of les amoureuses. Need we say more ?
makes for a sound basis on which United States only as part of the THE BARD IS REPRESENTED
for the coming week at the new Loeb Drama Center, at 64 Brattle
(Continued from Page 1)
to deal with the Indians, the Jap- quota assigned to his racial origin.
not even a pretense of Street in Cambridge, where the Harvard Dramatic Club is presenting
peoples.
anese
the
other
Asiatic
There
is
and
Let us examine, first, the history
anything but sheer racial prejudice. Shakespeare's "Troilus and Cressida." Stephen Aaron has chosen this
of the McCarran-Walter Act. It is The bill also provides that even Against this instance of Demo- brassy, seldom-performed comedy to inaugurate the lavish new theater,
a carbon copy of a bill passed in after an immigrant has been a nahypocrisy, let us examine the which we hope will be the scene of many future Harvard triumphs.
1921 in the heat of the exaggerated turalized he is subject to a proba- crat
The Tufts Community Players open their season tonight with "The
Republican
record. In 1959, a bill
tionary
period
in which he can be
chauvinism following World War I.
Acceptors,"
a promising new play involving a dynamic social worker's
sponsored
by
Senator
Saltonstall
Without going into the details of seized and questioned without a of Massachusetts was introduced experiences in a large Eastern city. Miss Dc French, a popular Boston
and
subjected
warrant
to
other
can
state
briefly
law,
the
we
that
into the Senate. It provided for a actress, has the leading role in this comedy, which will be performed
the quotas were based on national abuses to which native-born citi- revision and raising of quotas. The this weekend and next at the Tufts Arena Theater in Medford.
zens
are
Our
constitusubject.
not
origins and were established from
was roundly defeatedby a DemFOR THE QUIET HOURS
the census of 1890 which was prior tion frowns on "second-class citi- bill
Tomorrow night brings Josh White to Symphony Hall for a conocrat senate. The inference is not
it?
zens."
Or
does
to the influx of southern and eastMonday will be a real heyday for jazz fans?
hard to make: The Democrats have cert of folk music
ern European peoples. As such, it
Another interesting provision of lost sight of our national purpose. Count Basic and Stan Kenton appear with their respective bands at
was grossly unfair and prejudiced. the bill is that a naturalized citizen The United States was originally the Donnelly Memorial.
The afore-mentioned McCarran- can be denaturalized for a crime founded because of the wish of
Mort Sahl, having painstakingly studied the respective merits of
Walter Act of 1952 was designed committed thirty years before. De- some men to be free, they wanted the Presidential candidates, claims that neither man can possibly win
to seal some of the holes which had naturalization, by the way, is tan- to
other wisdom will be imparted when Mr. Sahl, the comedians'
escape a European despot.
been punched in the older bill by tamount to deportation. The statLet us conclude, though, on a comedian, appears Wednesday at Symphony Hall?8:30.
more enlightened legislation in the ute of limitations seems to be cu- more personal note. We could ask
Ray Conniff, his orchestra and chorus will be at the Donnelly Meintervening years. We find it hard- riously inoperative. This however, how many potential great men have morial October 28 for those who like their music smooth, man.
ly necessary to mention that the could possibly be defended by some been kept out of our country. We TICKETS ARE SCARCE
two men whose names are on the factions. Can they defend, though, could ask how many of our actual
for an appearance by America's foremost supporters of the M.T.A.,
bill are dyed-in-the-wood Demo- the other provision of the bill?that great men might have been kept the Kingston Trio?also at the Donnelly, November 4. Don't miss the
crats.
the act needn't have been a crime out if the McCarran-Walter Act incomparable Victor Borge when he appears?with two pianos?at SymLet us examine this bill, passed at the time it was committed? had been in effect 100 years ago. phony Hall on November 11.
by Democrats during a Democrat Aren't we protected in this country
We don't.
A RETURN BOUT
We ask merely how many of you,
administration. It has several in- against ex post facto laws?
between Nixon and Kennedy will be telecast next Thursday over
teresting provisions which do credit
If we may be permitted to add the readers of these columns, could all channels?should prove interesting.
to the same Democrat party that instance upon instance, let us con- be here if your ancestors of 2 or 3
Overheard in Cushing Hall (or was it Campion): "Oh darling, I've
now professes such interest in our sider the crowning insult of the generations ago had had to cope missed you." And she pulled out her revolver and fired again.
After that one, we'd better call it QUITS.
prestige abroad. The bill provides bill. If a person of at 50% Asiatic with Messrs. McCarran and Walter.
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Democrats...
(Continued from Page 1)

FACE OF A HERO
GeorgMacDonald
The 1960-61 Boston theatre season is not living up to its
expectations. Its first original drama, Face of a Hero, which
brings Jack Lemmon back to the stage after a seven year
sojourn in Hollywood, is just as disappointing as Tenderloin,
the fall's first musical. Written by Robert L. Joseph and
based on the novel by Pierre Boulle, the play attempts an
investigation of the highly complex and delicate notion of
self-deception. The attempt never becomes reality. Despite
an extensive overhaul in Philadelphia, Face of a Hero is a
sloppily constructed and badly written play which develops
so many themes and personality clashes that its real target
is never hit.
Had Mr. Joseph's play focussed
itself solely upon the problem of
moral degeneration in a seemingly
honest man, the result might have
been a profoundly illuminating exploration into a rarely dramatized
failing in human nature. As it is
now, the story of how a young
county prosecutor removes every
obstacle, including his own conscience, to put to death a legally
innocent man is an overlong, labored, and confusing commentary
which runs in circles around its
subject without ever stopping to
look at it. Structurally, it is a
masterpiece in disorganization.
The protagonist is David Poole,
a young clean-cut Northern lawyer
who accepts the job of District Attorney in a small Southern town.
At first the people of Craig's County are suspicious of his scrupulous
devotion to the letter of the law,
but gradually they come to realize
that in David they finally have "a
prosecutor who actually prosecutes." All hail their youthful deliverer as a hero?a man whose integrity is absolutely beyond reproach.
One evening Poole gets a chance
to prove his heroism. From the
darkness afforded by some convenient shrubbery he watches a young
girl cruelly spurned by a friend
who is not particularly anxious for
the joys of paternity. In a fit of depression she throws herself into a
lake while David, for some reason,
not only makes no effort to save
her, but fails even to report the in-

cident.
When the investigation of the
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hold rallies to show their friendship for us, carrying American
flags and shouting evidenceof their
affection for us. Only two years
ago, thousands of happy pro-American students in Peru and Venezuela pressed close to our beloved
Vice-President to welcome him to
their countries.
In Europe we see all our allies
yelling "Amen" at every pronouncement from Washington. They realize that the wise leadership of the
White House is every day and in
every way rolling back the advances
of those nasty Communists. In the
Mediterranean area, Arab newspapers every day praise America
for her help in settling the ArabIsraeli crisis by exercising her influence with the Zionist leaders
and for building such projects as
the Aswan Dam. To the west, our
Tunisian and Moroccan friends hail
our action in settling the Algerian
question.
In emerging Black Africa, cities

are named after the great Eisenhower and Nixon who have sent
so much technical aid and provided
scholarships to so many African
leaders. The peaceful transition to
responsible self-government in the
Belgian Congo is evidence of what
benefit American training is to
these new nations. In the Mid-East,
the Bagdad Pact has never been
stronger, thanks to our great ally,
Iraq. In the Far East, American
aid has fostered democracy in Pakistan, Laos, Formosa, and South
Korea. In Formosa, our dear friend
Chiang Kai-Shek has recently been
unanimously reelected by his grateful people. In Korea another American ally, Dr. Rhee, has completely
democratizedhis young nation with
American help. And don't forget
Ike's heart-warming welcome in the
streets of Tokyo. Here at home in
becloud and nearly obliterate, the
question at hand. In its multiplicity of themes, Face of a Hero gives
us confusion rather than tension,
dull pedantry instead of psychological illumination.

suicide reaches the District Attorney's office, Poole firmly resolves to resign, but he finds himself so repelled by the swaggering
obnoxious youth who inadvertently
caused the girl's death, and so influenced by his vengeful police
chief who will do anything to prove
the young man's guilt, that he is
somehow forced to live up to the
flattering ideals which he and the
citizens of Craig's County have
built up for him. Convincing himself that he has a just cause for
which to fight, David succeeds in
sending his victim to the galiows.
All during his crusade he rushes
* * *
from one end of the stage to anIt is difficult to evaluate the
other repeatedly throwing us plati- play's performers since few of
tudes ranging from"I demand jus- them are able to cope with such an
tice" to "The facts always lead to
the truth." These, we are to assume, are ironic.

the U.N., the newly-independent
states have all flocked to the American banner. We saw in last Sunday's papers that the question of
Red Chinese admission to the international organization was defeated unanimously save for the
votes of the Communist Bloc.
There now, America, don't you
feel a warm glow inside? Ike and
Dick have given us great leadership. Our prestige has never been
higher; that of those awful Com-

munists has never been lower.
Thanks to our overwhelming lead
in the Space Race and to our masterful propaganda beamed everywhere over the Voice of America,
every non-Communist country down
to its last citizen is squarely on
our side. And don't you worry,
America, Dick is going to keep up
the good work, maybe even improve
on it. It is rumored that a remote
Himalayan tribe hasn't been won
over yet, but Pat and Dick will be
in there shaking hands after next
January, and we'll win them to our
side once we tell them how high
our prestige is.
Now those of you who believe
G.O.D. (Good Old Dick) and the
Republican National Committee can
stop right here. You're all set; you
hold to your hearts the New Revelation preached by the Prophet
Jim Haggerty.
However, those who read newspapers and magazines not approved
by Dick, like the Boston Herald or
the New York Times, probably
have your doubts about the world
picture described above. At the risk
of being branded a traitor by
G.0.D., I wish to point out that his
claim that American prestige is at
an all-time high is pure and utter
bunk. The truth is that in 1960
American prestige is lower than at
any time since we became a world
power. Why? Because of bumbling,
aimless "leadership" exercised by
the White House's favorite father
image.

inept script. Jack Lemmon tries the
hardest but is stifled by a shallow
characterization.His part contrasts
sharply with Boulle's Colonel Nicholson in The Bridge on the River
Kwai, a person whose self-deception was not only believable, but
cleverly drawn. In lesser roles, Albert Dekker, Betsy Blair, James
Donald, and Frank Conroy all seem

The Republicans love to say that
since 1953, not one square inch has
been lost to the Reds. The Democrats, they say, lost Eastern Europe
and China. They neglect to mention
that in the 'former area Communism was imposed by victorious
Russian armies during and after
World War 11. Or that in the
latter, Communism took over, by
force, a nation demoralized by one
of the most corrupt regimes in
history, that of the G.O.P. saint
Chiang Kai-Shek. At least the
Democrats never allowed Moscow
a foothold within sight of American
territory, as exists off Florida. Nor
did the Communists have much
luck with infiltration in free nations, thanks to such positive programs as the Marshall Plan and
NATO.
The sad truth is that since 1953
Washington has not once taken the
initiative in foreign affairs or
shown one iota of imaginative
thinking. We have seen eight years
where Moscow proposes and Washington opposes. They act, we react.
And in most cases, such as scholarships to Africa and aid to Latin
America, our reaction has been
overly tardy, to say the least.
While Dick has been gaining all
the "experience" he brags about so
frequently, the world has been going to pot. He has served his apprenticeship in an administration
which has presided over the liquidation of American prestige. Now he
asks, on the basis of his "experience," to be allowed to continue
the policies he has learned. Eight
more years of these policies would
find conditions not even the Republican National Committee could
call anything short of disastrous.
Next week, we shall examine
American foreign policy in more
detail. In the meantime ask yourself these questions: Is Good Old
Dick to be believed in his claims,
and if not, what is he, a fool or
worse ?
as embarrassed in their parts as
the audience is in its seats. It is
only George Grizzard and Kip McArdle who, in the somewhat more
realistically conceived roles of
George Rutland and Mrs. Killie,
bring some life to the evening's
rigors.

SUMMING UP: Needs a face

lifting.

Mr. Joseph seems strangely determined to suffocate Boulle's central theme with useless characters,
dialogue, and situations. That an
overzealous man could delude himself into believing that he is an instrument of good, while he is really committing a heinous sin against
himself and society is not incredible in itself, yet it would be helpful if Mr. Joseph let the audience
in on the secret. David's inability
to communicate with his wife, the
mutual affection between him and
his colored secretary, Elizabeth,
the petty squabblings of his querulous staff, and the moral cowardice which supposedly runs rampant
in small-town bureaucracy, are
some of the secondary issues which

B. C. Night With Conniff
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HOCKEY SQUAD EXPECTED TO BE TOPS
By MARK

MULVOY
This is the third of a series on the athletic outlook for the coming season at Boston
College. The 25th edition of John "Snooks" Kelley's hockey team will be discussed in
today's article.
The

men

who inhabit the Mc-

Hugh Forum have usually played wings but Ron Walsh has graduDaley is a flashy player who
to capacity crowds and this year ated. all
things well. He will play
should be no exception. With a fine does
holdover of senior talent and a the point on the power play.
Hughes spent most of last season
bumper array of sophomores, John
"Snooks" Kelley can afford to be on the injured list. Owen broke an
ankle in the first week of training.
quite optimistic.
He is back at full speed this year
Captain
year's
of
this
sextet
The
will be a two time All-American and Kelley expects him to return
selection from Cambridge, Tom to the form he flashed as a sopho"Red" Martin. Martin plays right more.
defense but will shift to the other
Bob Famiglietti is the third
point in case of necessity. "Red" senior lineman returning. Bobby is
is a fine rusher with a blazing slap a hustling winger who has played
shot. He usually leads the club in witn Daley on occasion.
assists. Tommy also plays first
A trio of sophomores will probbase for the baseball team.
ably form the second line. Billy
Billy Daley has centered the first Hogan, Paul Aiken, and Jack
line for the past two seasons. Owen Leetch operated as a unit last seaHughes has been one of Daley's son and combined well. Hogan is
a fine playmaker, Aiken a good
scorer, and Leetch is a digger.
Aiken is one of a long list of
hockey players from the Aiken
family in Arlington while Hogan
came to the Heights from Belmont
Hill. Leetch is an Archbishop WilThis past week the sailing has liams graduate.
been stressing team racing in which
four boat teams race against one Ed Sullivan, Ken Giles, Don St.
other school at a time. On Saturday Jean, George Grant, and a few
and Sunday B.C. qualified with others will try for the other forBowdoin for the "B" Finals of the ward spots on the club.
Charlie McCarthy and Mike MulFowle Trophy Championship to be
held at M.I.T. on November 11 and lowney both played defense during
12. B.U. and Coast Guard qualified the past campaign. The junior
for the"A" Finals to be held the tandem alternated with Martin
same day at the latterschool. Elim- throughout the last part of the
inated were Babson, Brown, Dart- season. Both boys gained considermouth, Holy Cross, and Williams. able experience during the year.
Jack Hurley was top B.C. skipper Two sophomores will boost the
with six first places in ten races, defense corps. John Callahan is
while sophomore Mike Hanna, looked on as Martin's eventual sucadded another first and five sec- cessor while Johnny Walker was
onds. Hughes and Lee were the another standout on last year's
other starting skippers. Kelley and freshman club.
Albano co-skippered. Dannenbers, Not many people feel sorry for
Kelley when the goaltending situaEck, and Masde served as crews.
tion is discussed.
"Snooks" has a pleasant problem.
Jim Logue, a senior, is the incumbent. Logue lead the club to
the NCAA'S two years ago at Troy,

B.C. Sailors
Make Finals

NEW ENGLAND'S

New York.
Charlie Driscoll played in the
nets during the second half of last
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Boston Grid
Pros Moving
Butch Songin, a 32 year old veteran from Boston da; zled a crowd
of 20,000 at the Los Vngeles Colisieum Saturday nigirt with his
passing, faking, and leadership as
the underdog Patriots routed the
Los Angeles Chargers 35-0.
Befc 'c L.A. could get their hands
on the 'ootball, the spirited Boston
eleven had racked up 11 points.
The 3ats took an L.A. kickoff and
in ci ht plays had a iield goal.
Tl second TD can 2 when Songir
ed a 19 yarder to his favorite carget, Jim Colclough. The
kick was good and the Patriots
were out in front 18-0.
In the second half the Red, White,
and Blue clad Patriot defensive
unit sparked by the fine pass defense of Ross O'Hanley stopped the
Charger c 'fensive attack cold.
The second half brought another
ex-B.C. grid star into the limelight.
Alan Miller who played at the
Heights with Jimmy Colclough had
a five yard rushing average and
scored a touchdown.

DANCING-MUSIC-LOUNGES
COLLEGE MIXER

season and performed quite creditably.

Glen Crosby has moved up to
the varsity from Bernie Burkes
Freshman club. All boys are quick,
have all the moves, and have plenty
of experience.

Behind these boys, Kelley has
Ed McCann and Dan Fogarty. McCann is an unorthodox goaltender,
catching the puck with his right
hand. Both sophomores

B.C. High.

from

Kelley has divided his squad into
four units, each coached by a Boston College graduate who has entered the coaching ranks. The units
will play a round robin series with
the players who look the best
selected for the varsity.
"Hockey for all at Boston College,
an equal opportunity for all candidates as some level of play," is
Kelley's motto for the coming-

campaign.
(Ed. Note?This series will be
continued next week. Baseball, Golf,
and the rest of the school sports
will be discussed.)

"IKE" LOOKS TO FUTURE

Skiers Climb
Tecumseh

IN PRO GRID LEAGUES
By

JERRY O'SULLIVAN

In its first organized off-campus
Boston College has again tasted the bitter grapes of defeat. And
outing, a large contingent of the why ? Is this team, which was rated so high before the season began,
Boston College Ski Team climbed as bad as their 0 and 3 record seems to point out? Or is there another
4,000 ft. high Mt. Tecumseh in reason for the great calamity which has hit the Heights.
Waterville, N.H., this past week
Big Larry Eisenhauer the fasty
as a warm-up to the busy fall- charging tackle for the Maroon and offered football contracts from just
training schedule ahead.
Gold thinks he may have an answer about every professional football
Included among the plans for the to this question. "We have had a team in the United States and
rest of the month of October are lot of bad breaks. Every time we Canada. Last year when he played
a basketball game on the 20th and start to move the ball we are hit end he was draftedby the Montreal
the John Jay ski films October 26th with a penalty. We outplayed Mar- Alouettes of the Canadian football
in John Hancock Hall.
quette right down to the final gun league. "I will play for any team
but came out on the wrong side of which offers me a good bonus to
the score. All the breaks went play with them. I don't want just a
Marquette Statistics
against
us. Every time we threat- tryout contract" said Eisenhauer.
First Half
score,
ened
to
But getting back to the Eagles,
B.C. Marq. opportunities, and there were many Larry
there was either a
wants to kill the rumor that
11
First Downs
5
or some other miscue which Boston College doesn't have the
penalty
13
Passing
138
stopped our drive. We are just go- desire to win. "We have as much
102
47
Rushing
ing to keep playing as hard as we desire as any team in the country.
Total yardage
240
60
have been and hope for the breaks. There is no truth in the rumor
Penalties
5/70
1/5
Some good ones are bound to come that we are laying down on the job.
completed
Passes
8/14
1/5
way."
our
This team has put its heart and
1
0
Fumbles lost
soul into every game. And with a
Passes intercepted
0
2
Larry Eisenhauer is one of the
could still
few players who has successfully few good breaks we heap.
come
to
the
of
the
top
There
made the switch from end to tackle
Final Figures
are some who say that New EngB.C. Marq. and who can still cover himself land football can't compare with
with glory. He hails from HuntingFirst downs
19
12
remainder of the country. But
ton, Long Island where he played the
Passing
72
171
they are completely wrong. Holy
football for Caminade High School.
Rushing
214
119
Cross, Boston University, or Boston
As a high school star, he was College can do and do compete
Total yardage
385
191
on
named
to
team
of
the
first
the
AllPenalties
7/90
1/5
equal terms with any team in the
Prep
American
School football
Passes completed 11/22 8/16
squad. Eisenhauer is in the School country. If you take our scores and
Fumbles lost
3
2
match them against all the other
of Arts and Sciences where he is teams in the intersectional play
Passes intercepted
1
3
in
majoring
Biology.
big
This
220
Punts avg.
1/46 5/34.4
pound 6 ft. 4 in. tackle has been you will find out that the theory of
New England football mediocracy
is completely unfounded."
With regards to next year's team
Larry has a few comments. "Boston
College should have a good team
next year. The juniors and sophomores have had plenty of experience so far this year and they
will have plenty more before the
season is over. Most of the second
team is sophomores and they are
learning by their mistakes. If they
keep trying as hard as they have
been, they can't help but be good."
"Because of our record so far
this year, many people think that
we are going to be scalped by
Miami and Clemson. We have a
good chance to beat both of these
teams. The sophomores are learnMake plans for yourfriends and relatives to stay
II
ing from their experiences, and as
at the beautiful Charterhouse Motor Hotel in
far as that goes so is the rest of
Newton or Waltham.
II
It's only minutes away! And Charterhouseoffers
the team. We are bound to break
everything to make a visit pleasant and comfortloose pretty soon."
able luxurious air-conditionedrooms
modern
free TV in every room
decor, picture windows
distinctive restaurant and cocktail lounge
rapid laundry and valet service
large parking
ANNOUNCEMENT!
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EAGLES STRAIN FOR FIRST WIN STRICTLY SPORTS
TOMORROW AGAINST DETROIT U. 'Atmosphere' to Blame
Alumni Stadium will provide the
setting tomorrow afternoon for the
most crucial football game of the
1960 season. For the B.C. Eagles,
after dropping their first three
games, will be fighting for their
football lives.
The longer a slump continues,
the harder it is to break. And
another loss would put a sudden
and disastrous finish to the season.
There's no getting away from the
facts; the men from the "Heights"
have their backs against the wall.
They've lost the taste of victory
and only a win this week, and a big
one, will snap them out of it.
Needless to say, however, this
will be no small feat. Like their
counterparts from Milwaukee, Detroit is involved in a football resurgence. Last year the Titans
swept their last three games to
register a surprising 6-4 record.
And this year, after an opening
game loss to powerful lowa State,
they have rolled over Xavier (Ohio)
and Cincinnati in successive weeks
to earn a reputation as one of the
strongest independents in the Mid-

By JOE GERGAN
touchdowns. Larry Vargo was on
the other end of both TD aerials.
Lusky also added six points on his
own, plunging over from the three.
The following week saw the supposedly weak Detroit defense shock
Cincinnati with a 20-0 shutout.
How about the Eagles? What
was the cause of last week's defeat
at the hands of a thoroughly outplayed team ? This question was
batted around the cafeteria all
week, and not without good reason.
But no one can really tell what
happened to the team as they approached the Marquette goal line,
time and time again. Not even the

players really know what happened.
They, like everyone else, can only
conjecture. But the important thing
is not what happened but whether
or not it will happen again. Judging by statistics the Eagles should
have won last Saturday in a rout.
But it takes more than statistics
to make a team. B.C. has much
better physical equipment than
Detroit, but three straight defeats
can scar the morale of a team. The
Eagles will go into the game a
three point favorite and should
come out with their first win. If
they don't, there will be many more
questions asked.

west.

Before the season started, the
consensus of opinion among those
out on the veritable limb was that
Detroit would be lucky to duplicate
last season's record. The reason for
this pessimism was a very inexperienced line. Graduationrubbed out
last year's entire starting line from
end to end. This year's line was
completely rebuilt from last year's
reserves, and was expected to be
the Achilles' heel of the team.
The backfield, however, is loaded
with veterans. Bob Lusky and Tony
Hanley, who directed the Titan
attack last season, both returned to
make the quarterbackspot the most
solid position on the team. Lusky
led the team in total offense last
season, and will start behind the
center this year. At right halfback
will be senior co-captain Jim Post
who was second in rushing last
season to departed All-American
Bruce Maher. He was also second
in scoring and is being counted on
to provide most of the running
attack. The other halfback slot will
be filled by Tom Karpowicz who
played behind Maher last season.
Two talented sophomores, Tom dc
Luca and Vie Battani, are expected
to provide Detroit with its best
fullbacking in quite some time.
This year the original Titans
(not to be confused with the Harry
Wismer version) have taken to the
air lanes as never before. This can
best be demonstrated by the Xavier
game which Detroit walked off
with 26-6. Bob Lusky threw the
ball ten times, completing eight
passes for 153 yards and two

Holy Cross only losing by 9 to
Syracuse. As for the Boston area
it was a black day as 8.C., 8.U.,

Harvard, U.Mass. and Northeastern all took it on the chin and only
Tufts emerged victorious.
There is arumor circulating that
this column is picked by the flipping of a coin. This is definitely
wrong, the column is picked by the
use of a scientific device known as
the ouija board.
Army (3-1) vs. Nebraska (1-3)
the Kaydets were dropped from the
ranks of the unbeaten Saturday as
Nebraska notched its first win of
the season. Army showed a potent
ground attack and improved passing Saturday but the defense weakened in the second half. Nebraska
has little to worry the Army de-

fense so Blanda and company will
roll. Army by 14.
Holy Cross (0-3) vs. Dartmouth
(3-0)
The Big Green remains
unbeaten and has had its goal
crossed only once. The Crusaders
haven't scored a victory but gave
?

By JERRY FARRELL
Not too many years back New York City folded its football tent and called it a day, leaving its semi-official title as
the capitol of football mediocricy to Boston. Last Saturday
night the cast was complete and the Beantown version of
the gridiron sport was unanimously mediocre. Boston College, the one team that had come close to being a football power in recent years, showed while losing to Marquette
13-12 that it too long had been associated with its grid
neighbors and that now, like them, lacked the necessary
ingredient needed for victory. The necessary ingredient
lacking is, of course, desire.
When a few of the powers in an area start to lose fan
appeal, all of the schools near and around suffer. Fans
aren't interested in the reason a team isn't doing well. All
the publicity in the world won't bring them out to watch a
loser. They want a winner, and unless they get what they
want, they stay away in droves. This is what happened in
New York. One after another the great powers folded. Fordham, once one of the most feared machine in the East,
pulled in its horns; N.Y.U. called it quits; as did Manhattan
College and NY.C.C.
North of New York a bunch of has-beens and neverbeens, with the exception of Boston College, had been fooling
around for years, and never doing anything to try to really
improve their caliber of football. Harvard, a strong team in
the early years of the twentieth century, had all initiative
killed by Ivy League rules. 8.U., Northeastern, Tufts and U.
Mass, never were powers to be reckoned with in the gridiron

sport.

To Be Great Year
Advance publicity for the 1960 season indicated that this
was to be a great year for Boston College. Harvard would be
strong in the Ivy League, and B.U. wouldn't be too bad.
UMass. was even suppose to have a chance at the Yankee Conference title.
Last weekend's results were a good example of what happened. B.U. got killed by a little Ohio club that isn't even
considered "big time" football; UMass tripped over its press
clippings as UConn waltzed to victory; Cornell dumped Harvard in an Ivy League clash; and B.C. lost to Marquette for
the first time since 1932. If Boston football isn't hitting the
skids these days, then it never will.
Boston College returns to Alumni Stadium for the first
time since September 17th this Saturday to take on Detroit
University, a team that is said to be even tougher than Marquette. Homecoming Day will help, but its quite doubtful as
to whether the crowd will be as big as that which greeted the
Eagles when they opened against Navy. It might have been a
big crowd if the locals had downed Marquette.
When Ernie Hefferle took over the reins as head coach on
University Heights from Mike Holovak late last year, he had
the nucleus of a great team to work with. He built this into a
strong team with plenty of depth, a team capable of beating
the best in the East.

What Went Wrong?

Detroit Backs Bill Listman and Jerry Leszczynski

Clayton 8-5; Tries Again
Last Saturday was a clear and
sunny day, perfect football weather,
and for once most of the favorites
were victorious. There were the
usual number of upsets such as
North Carolina over Notre Dame
and Perm State over Army, also
some unexpected performances like

For Three Grid Losses

By VIN CLAYTON
Syracuse a tough time. Rozyki of
Dartmouth has scored in 8 straight
games. The Purple has improved
but not enough. Dartmouth by 6.
Navy (4-0) vs. Air Force (2-1)
The first meeting of these teams.
The Falcons have been having a
rough season while Navy has had
only one tough game. Bellino and
Mayo, the Falcon qb, are AilAmerican candidates. Air Force
wants this one and Mayo could give
it to them, but Navy has too good
a line. Navy by 2.
Perm State (2-1) vs. Syracuse
(3-0) Syracuse has a 14 game winning streak, 20 not counting bowl
games. The Orange's poor showing
vs. H.C. was due to overconfidence.
Perm State showed its class by
routing Army. Syracuse won last
year 20-18. The Orange are just a
little better. Syracuse by 8.
B.U. (1-3) vs. G. Washington
(0-4) G.W. upset the Terriers last
year for their only win. B.U. remembers that and will be out for
revenge. Both teams were beaten
badly on Saturday and have showed
little all season. The Terriers have
Desmarais and Farland, so B.U. by
6.
Harvard (1-2) vs. Columbia (-12)
Both clubs opened with victories
but have been winless since. The
Lions have Vassell back but Har-

is withou&JJst'enal. The Cantabs have some good runners and
a better forward wall. Harvard by
12.
Perm (1-2) vs. Brown (0-3)?
Perm looked terrible in losses to
Dartmouth and Princeton but
Brown still hasn't scored. The
Quakers' two best tailbacks are injured and they are still unfamiliar
with the single-wing. Brown has little talent and no depth. Perm by 10.
Vale (3-0) vs. Cornell (2-1)?
Cornell has won two in a row with
second half rallies, Vale has been
improving steadily. The two teams
are evenly matched in running
backs but Yale's Singleton has a
decided edge at quarterback. Vale
yard

by 13.

Other picks:

Somewhere along the line this team died. It should have
won its fir.; three games. It was better than even Favy and
Army. The statistics showed that we were ahead at lalftime
in every jT*me.
It sef-.ns that just about every reason has been given as
to what happened to the Boston College team?why the,.* fell
on their faces in the sec )nd halves. It could very well oe the
atmosphere of Eastern football. With the Ivy League deemphasizing football, aj- with the other mediocre teams that
*
surround the Heights,,'-eh > "win or else" feeling could have
easily left 'he Eagle "ele ren." People in the East don't eat,
drink, and.,deep football ke the fans do in the south, southwest, or many other p)^
, make his team think this way.
Mr. Hefferle has
r
Don't make sportsme'*ou"c of them, don't teach them how to
take a loss with good grace. Make winners out of them. Teach
them how to win with good grace. Make them love the taste
of victory. This easy-talking Pennsylvanian is just the type
man who can do it. He isn't as easy-going as his quiet manner
might indicate.
The head coach -jtent Monday mor mg in his office _»+
Roberts Center thinking over the moves that had to be made
to make the Eagles come alive. Monday afternoon he was out
trying to make his ideas work. Saturday will show whether or
not he was successful. We think he will be. We think this team
has the makings of a great team, and the power to make it
one rests with Mr. " lefferle, and with him alone.

GILLIGAN GETS ASSIST

Donald DeLutis h«is been named
Pittsburgh to rout West Vir- as assistant to track coach Bill
ginia; Rutgers to remain unde- Gilligan, it was announced late last
feated vs. Bucknell; Lehigh stops week by Athletic Director William
Tufts win skein; Princeton over Flynn.
Colgate; Michigan State victorious
DeLutis is a graduate of Niagara
vs. Notre Dame; Marquette to top
Indiana; Kansas to stun Oklahoma; University and is presently workfor a master's degree in BusiGeorgia to beat Mississippi State; ing
Administration at Boston
Clemson to beat Maryland; V.M.I, ness
over Virginia; Mississippi to top College.
Tulane; Texas to dump Arkansas;
The new assistant was captain
Baylor to rout Texas Tech; Wash- of the Niagara track team in 1956.
ington over U.C.L.A.; U.S.C. over
Coach Gilligan feels that he can
California.
spend more time with individual

attention now that he is blessed
with an assistant.
In a cross country meet at Franklin Park last Friday, Boston Colege finished third in a local college
meet.

Brown University romped to an
in both the freshman
and varsity events.
Larry Rawson, main hope of the
B.C. squad, dropped out with an
instep injury with about a mile to
go in the race. Jim Duff was the
first B.C. athlete to cross the finish
line, coming in 13th.
easy victory

